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ECD

Presentations
ECD at Midlands Community College Presentation

This presentation provides an overview of the work of the Midlands Community College, which was
shared at the KZN ECD Community of Practice meeting on 13 June 2017.

Meeting Highlights
National ECD CoP Meeting Highlights - 24 May 2017
Innovation, learning through play and the CoP’s strategic direction formed the focus of the CoP
meeting on 24 May 2017. These Highlights summarise and distill the discussions, which included a
presentation on the Diepsloot ECD Forum and play-based eLearning Course. The meeting also
included updates on exciting developments in the sector such as the Project for Inclusive Early
Childhood Care and Education (PIECCE), occupational qualifications, newly developed ECD Quality
Knowledge Products and the launch of the provincial ECD CoP in KwaZulu-Natal.

KZN ECD CoP Meeting Highlights 13 June 2017
These Meeting Highlights capture the presentations and discussions at the KZN ECD Community of
Practice meeting on 13 June 2017. The meeting included presentations on the Midlands Community
College and PLAY SA online training programme, as well as discussions on key sectoral
developments and updates on the activities of the National ECD CoP
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Teacher Development

Meeting Highlights
Meeting highlights teacher development cop 20170531
There is a need for greater collaboration between providers, and between providers and the
different government departments who work in teacher development. Stakeholders who have
expertise in certain areas should join together to work on issues in these areas. If these
groups take on different parts of the system, the problems could be solved.
With this in mind, the CoP encouraged NPOs and NGOs involved in teacher development to
share what they are currently doing to add value. The goal was to generate collaboration and
partnership to add even more value to the teacher development arena.
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Learner Support

Meeting Highlights
WC Teaching & Learning CoP Meeting Highlights
Meeting highlights from the Teaching & Learning CoP which focused on ideas around pedagogy and
defined some of the quality elements of teaching and learning.
Post-school access meeting highlights 9 May 2017
These meeting highlights from the post-school access community of practice capture presentation by
Neil Butcher discussing some common challenges faced by TVET in developing countries and the
implications these might have for post-secondary education in South Africa.
Monitoring & Evaluation Meeting Highlights 16 May 2017
These meeting highlights capture proceedings from the Monitoring & Evaluation community of
practice at which Alyna Wyatt of Genesis Analytics discussed participatory methodologies for
enriching data collection.
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